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Abstratt- In rhis paper we address rlie issiic of conrrolling 
rmris,riissiori p o w r  in powmaware ruilor mn~orks .  Pm,ioirs 
work rlzm ,~ininiizes rhe trans,rrissio,i power does nor co!isider 
borh rhe energy consisired in collision resolmion and rhe energy 
disbursrd 10 overcmrie rhe inrr$ercnce resellingfro,ii ricighbor- 
ins nodes. We imesrigare rlie basic rrunn,rission power conrml 
for rlre 802.11 MACprorocol. in which rlre conrrolfrariies and 
rhe dam frmries ca,? he rrans,,iirred nr dr@erenr power levels. 
A collision model rogerlier wirh rrn irirelferencp ,,miel of a 
iinifonril? disrriinfred nerwork are consmicred. Based on rlrese 
niodels. rhe end-Io-end nehvork rhm,ghprtr nnd rlre rolal energy 
consisriprion of rhe liework are r m i r i b d  For a ,iehvork wirh a 
g i w i  node densir?, ow- residrs show rhe oprinial rransniission 
power for coiirml iiressagges rind for data riiessages rlia will 
sield !iiavi,iiiitii rlirosglipiprrr and t ~ i i n i ~ 8 i ~ i # r  energ? conswiiprion 
per trzessage. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Adhoc networks have witnessed an explosion of inter- 

est in the last few years as they are expected to have a 
significant impact on the efficiency of many military and 
civilian applications. such as combat field surveillance, 
security and disaster management; data gathering. and 
conferences. An orllioc nemort is an infrastructureless 
multihop wireless network in which all devices estab- 
lish direct communication with other nodes without a 
centralized entity. 

One of the constraints for building an efficient adhoc 
network is Jiriile battery supplies. Since the network 
nodes are battery operated. and in many cases they are 
installed in an environment where it may be impossible 
to retrieve the nodes in order to recharge the batteries. 
the network nodes need to be energy conserving so that 
the battery life and hence the network lifetime (total time 
in which the network is connected and functioning) are 
maximized. Recent research addressed this challenge and 
various approaches are proposed for each layer of the 
communication protocol stack [I51 to reduce the energy 
consumption. 

Some previous work 1171 [XI proposed the idea of 
minimizing the transmission power and sending the data 
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in a multi-hop fashion to the destination by rclaying 
the packets at intermediate closer nodes. Although the 
transmission energy is reduced by such scheme. the 
effect of transmission power control schemes on the total 
network throughput and the overall energy consumption 
were not investigated. 

Our work is based on the observation that there is 
a tradeoff in the choice of the transmission power. 
When reducing the transmission power. the number of 
nodes included within the transmission range of the 
sender and competing for wireless channel access is 
reduced and hence the number of collisions is reduced. 
However. at every relay node. the data message is relayed 
and forwarded. consequently. the probability of collision 
per message is increased. As a result. in the multihop 
scheme. collision resolution may end up using more 
energy than the one hop direct transmission scenario. On 
the other hand. with respect to interference. i t  is intuitive 
that using reduced power minimizes the interference 
level between neighboring nodes. However. there is 
an increase in the number of concurrent transmissions 
because the transmission range o i  each node is reduced. 
Consequently. the overall Signal to Interference Ratio 
(SIR) might degrade when using a lower transmission 
power. 

In this paper. by taking into consideration lhe energy 
wasted in the collision resolutions and the energy used 
to overcome the interference signal level of neighboring 
nodes. we argue that the minimum transmission power 
will not always deliver an optimal energy consump- 
tion. We investigate the transmission power adjustment 
problem to minimize the energy consumption of an 
adhoc network. based on the SO2.11 (CSMA/CA) MAC 
protocol. An analytical collision model together with an 
interference model are both ConStNcted for a uniformly 
distributed adhoc network. From these models we were 
able to derive the total network throughput and the total 
energy consumption in the network. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec- 
tion I1 presents related work and different power control 
schemes. Section 111 discusses the background and main 
assumptions. Sections IV and V describe the interference 
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and the collision models. Section VI analyzes the total 
energy consumption in the network. Numerical results 
are presented in Section VII. We conclude the paper in 
Section VIII. 

11. RELATED WORK 

Recognizing the challenge of energy consumption 
in ad-hoc networks, much research has been directed 
toward the design of energy aware protocols. We can 
categorize the previous research work on power-aware 
MAC layer into three categories. Reservation Based 
Power-Aware MAC. Switching Of Power-Aware MAC 
and Transriiission Power Cuntrul. 

The Resenaliun Based PouJer-Au'ure MAC tries to 
avoid collisions in the MAC layer. since collisions may 
result in retransmissions. leading to unnecessary power 
consumption. The EC-MAC [2h],  presented the idea 
of applying reservation schemes in wireless networks 
MAC protocols for energy conservation. Although EC- 
MAC was originally constructed for networks with base 
stations serving as access points. its definition could he 
extended to adhoc networks. where a group of nodes 
may select some type of coordinator to perform the 
functions of a hase station. as proposed in 121 and [??I. 
Furthermore. because the coordinator can consume the 
resources of certain nodes. a group of schemes were 
proposed in which the coordinators are rotated among 
network nodes. In [I  I] the coordinators are randomly 
chosen while in [ IO]  the remaining battery capacity 
controls the probability of coordinator selection. 

The Switching oflPouw-Auure MAC tries to minimize 
the idle energy consumption by forcing nodes to enter 
the doze mode. For example. PAMAS [25]. allows a 
station to power its radio otE when it has no packet 
to transmitheceive hut has to keep a separate channel 
on which the RTSKTS packets are received. Similarly. 
Chiasserini [31 allows a station to go to sleep. but a spe- 
cial hardware, called Remnte Activated Switch (RAS). 
is required to receive wakeup signals. Also. in [31] the 
geographical area is partitioned into smaller grids in each 
of which only one host needs to remain active to relay 
packets for dl the stations in the same grid. Furthermore. 
Pattern [2 I], discussed various activation suategies for 
the nodes. including a randomized way and another one 
bascd on the activity region. 

Since the maximum power in the wireless card is 
consumed during the transmission mode. much research 
has k e n  proposed to minimize the transmission power 
and thus maximize the network lifetime. For example. 
PAR0 [8] sends the data to the nearest neighbor in a mul- 
tihop fashion until reaching the destination. Furthermore. 
the control frames (UTUCTS) are sent with maximum 
power. while the data and acknowledgment frames are 

sent with reduced power. as will he discussed in the 
next section. Other protocols control the transmission 
power not only based on the distance between the sender 
and the receiver but also based on different channel 
conditions. For cxample. the scheme presented in [231 
adjusts the transmission power according to the SNU 
at the receiver. It allows a node, A. to specify its 
current transmit power level in the transmitted UTS. and 
allows the receivcr node. B. to include a desired transmit 
power level in the CTS sent back to A. Analogously. 
the protocol in IS] chooses an appropriate transmission 
power based on the packet size. 

111. MODEL. BACKGROUND 

Many previous works have made different assump- 
tions ahout the radio characteristics of the wireless 
interface cards. including energy dissipation i n  transmit. 
receive, idle and doze modes. Detailed measurement 
results reported in [41 and [61 emphasized that the maxi- 
mum power is consumed in the transmit mode. I.Iowever. 
if the uansmission/receive durations are small relative 
to idle time (a  typical sensor networks environment). 
controlling only the transtifission power may not be the 
most appropriate way to save energy rather than putting 
nodes to sleep. 

In our work we only analyze the transmission power 
control schemes because (1) an adhoc network applica- 
tion is different in nature from a sensor network. (2) 
a considerable portion of the adhoc network lifetime is 
typically consumed in transmitting and receiving data 
hetween nodes. and ( 3 )  the maximum power is consumed 
in the transmit mode. 

According to the path-loss radio propagation model. 
the ratio between the received signal power. P R ~ ;  at 
distance r from the transmitter. to the transmitted signal 
power. &~>. is given by: 

where Cis a constant that depends on the antenna gains. 
the wavelength, and the antenna heights. r is the trans- 
mission distance. and y is the path loss factor. ranging 
from 2 (line of sight free space) to 4 (indoor) [161. 

In our network model, we assume that a set of 
homogeneous adhoc nodes are uniformly distributed over 
a large two dimensional area and the node density is 
given by p per unit area. Each node can communicate 
and receive data directly from all the nodes within its 
coverage area. where the coverage area of the node 
is defined by the radius which the control frames can 
reach (defined as uRT.7) .  The MAC layer used in such 
communication is the CSMAKA protocol with sender- 
initiated 4-way handshaking scheme. as defined in the 
802.11 IEEE standard DCF MAC operation 1141. The 
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transmission of a data packet and its acknowledgment 
is preceded by request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send 
(CTS) packets between a pair of sending and receiving 
nodes. other nodes that overhear KTS or CTS packets 
will defer their access to the channel to avoid collisions. 
Based on the uniformly distributed nodes model. all the 
network hosts will use the same transmission power 
for DATA/ACK frames and thus will reach the same 
transmission range defined as adnm. Similarly. all hosts 
use the same power for transmitting the control frames 
and this has the same coverage area defined by aRr,y 
(which can be different from u ~ , ~ , ~ ) .  

Furthermore. we will assume that the time is slotted 
with slot time 7. We define the nrimher of’ rirne .slots 
needed t o  send an RTS packet as LRTS slots. Analo- 
gously. The number of time slots needed to send a CTS. 
a data packet. and an acknowledgment packets are L ~ T s .  
Ldnm, and Lnck, respectively. 

Fie. I. Hiddin TcrnGunal JamnGn~ Problcni 

As can be observed from Equation (I) .  to minimize 
the transmission energy consumption. i t  is always better 
to send the data in a multi-hop fashion using relay 
nodes rather than sending i t  directly to the destination. 
A simple power control scheme for the XO2.1 I RTS/CTS 
protocol should adjust the uansmission energy for data 
and control frames (RTS/CTS) according to the distance 
between the sender and the relay node. However. as 
shown in Figure 1. different power levels among network 
nodes introduce asymmetric links. a problem known 
as the “Hidden Terminal Jamming” problem [30]. A 
hidden node C not sensing an ongoing low power data 
transmissinn, can corrupt the data packets being sent 
froin A to B by concurrently transmitting a message 
to node D. Therefore. as depicted in Figure 2 .  the 
control frames have to, he transmitted using a high power 
level. while the DATA and ACK are transmitted using 
the minimum power level necessary for the nodes to 
communicate [7] [?31. 

The expected number of hops. p. needed between any 
source and any destinaGon node is given by: 

where is the average path length of a message in 
the adhoc network and adnfn is the radius by which 

Fig. 2. Control Frames with .Maximum Power 

the DATA/ACK packets are sent. that is. the distance 
between two consecutive relay nodes. Estimating the 
expected path length. E ,  is a function in’ the  node 
dislribution. dynamic patterns of mobility and traffic 
patterns in the network [I91 [?Ol. 

Li et al. [I81 provide a inathematical formula to 
calculate the expected path length between any source 
destination pair in an adhoc network. This length is given 
as a function of the total network coverage area and a 
locality index of the traffic. They analyzed twn traffic 
patterns. a uniform random traffic in which a source 
chooses its destination with equal probability, and a local 
traffic pattern in which it is most probahle that a node 
communicates with a near host rather than a further one. 

IV. INTERFERENCE M O D E L  

Gupta and Kumar [9l showed that the transmission 
capacity of an adhoc network is inversely proportional 
to the square root of the number of nodes in the network 
due to the increased numher of collisions. A collision, 
as defined by IEEE 802.11. occurs when two or more 
nodes within the sender coverage area transmits RTS 
packets at the Same time or when an RTS collides with 
the CTS sent by the receiver node. Collisions can only 
occur during what is called Conrention WiflfloM: 1141. 

Further. the network throughput is also affected by the 
interference level caused by hosts concurrently sending 
their data. Interference occurs during the transmission 
time of a data frame. where nodes outside the RTS 
sensing area of the sender and the CTS sensing area 
of the receiver may concurrently transmit causing a 
background interference signals that degrades the Signal 
ro Iiireiference Ratio (SIR). causing an increase in the 
Bit Error. Rate (DER). 

The degradation in the total network throughput 
caused by a low SIR can be a serious problem. We 
extend the honey grid model defined in [I?]. with a new 
interference model for an adhoc network. We use this 
model to determine an upper bound on the total injected 
traffic by each uode in the network. 

Since nodes defer sending any packets upon hearing 
m RTSKTS control frame. there will be no source of 
interference within the node’s coverage area. As shown 
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Fip. 3. Constsllation of lntcrfcrins Ncddcs 

in Figure 3. when Node 0 is transmitting, there will he 
no interference from any other node within 0RT.T from it. 
In the worst case. the first interfering node is just outside 
the coverage area of Node 0 (e.g.. Node 1 at distance 
0 R T s - t ~  from Node 0). The next interferer could only 
be outside the coverage areas of both nodes. and in the 
worst case at the crossing point of two circles each with 
radius a R T s + E .  The constellation of interfering nodes is 
as shown in Figure 3. 

Furthermore. for the worst case scenario of signals 
interfering with the data packet currently being received 
at Node 0 there arc at most 6 interfering nodes at distance 
a R T S  + E. and on the next interfering ring. at distance 
? . ( a R T s + & ) .  there are at most I?  interfering nodes and 
so on. This results in the Hone Grid Model, depicted 
i n  Figure 4. 

.~ ~ ~ ~~ ~c ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ 

Fig. 4. Homy Gnd Inarferrnce M d c l  

However. not all the interfering nodcs can concur- 
rently transmit their data frames as shown in Fig- 
ure S .  Node 0 should he communicating to another host 
(Node R) within its coverage area. Node 0 initiates the 

communication by sending an RTS. and the receiver 
responds with a CTS. all nodes with the coverage area 
(defined by a c T s )  of the receiver should defer their trans- 
mission. As shown in Figure 5 (left part) the coverage 
area of the receiver may include two interferers from 
thc first interfering ring. causing them to withhold their 
transmissions and not causing any interfering signal lo 
Node 0. In the worst case interference scenario only one 
interferer is included in the coverage area of R, as shown 
in Figure 5 (right part). With similar reasoning we can 
argue that each of the other 5 left interferers (in first 
ring) is communicating with a host in its coverage area 
and when this host replies with a CTS it  shuts down. in 
the worst case: only one other interferer. Hence. there 
can be at most 3 interferers at first ring. 6 at the second 
ring and 3i nodes at the interference ring i .  

Assume that the "own" traffic generated by each node 
is / r  messages per second, and on average there are ( A  ~ 

I )  relay nodes between any source and destination pair. 
Therefore. the expected volume of relay Waffic reaching 
any node is given by ( A  - I ) .  Consequently, thc total 
traffic per node can be given: 

total traflc per node = own traffic + rela! traffic 
- (3) 

= /1 + /L . (A- l )  = /Ctl 

In order to get an upper bound on the own traffic 
produced by each node and injected into the network. 
$, we compute the worst case interference scenario. 
that is when all the interferers are actively transmitting. 
We add the received interlerence power from 3 nodes 
in the first ring at distance a R T S .  and 6 nodes in the 
second ring at 2 a R T s .  and so on. Since the network 
is uniformly distributed. we can assume that all the 
datahck packets are sent with signal level Pdnln covering 
a radius of adar,. On the other hand. the control frames 
are sent with a high power covering a radius of (IRTS. 
From Equation 1 I j. for a fixed Bit Error Rate. the ratio 
between the control packets transmission power to the 
data packets transmission power is equal to the ratio of 
distances raised to the power of y. Hence. the power by 
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which the ci)iitroI frames are sent. P ~ r s p s .  is given as: 

where y is the path loss factor (see Equation (I)) .  
Let  go,.^ = L R T S + L C T S + L ~ ~ ~ .  +L,,t be the total time 

to send one frame (without any retransmissions). Then 
the interference level. I,. of  a single interferer located at 
distance r from the receiving node is 

where q is the probability of transmission per node. The 
first term inside the brackets represents the interference 
level caused by the data/dck packets with power Pdnm. 
and the second term accounts for sending the control 
frames (RTSKTS) with the pnwer defined in Equa- 
tion (4). 

Using Equation (5) .  we can compute the total inter- 
ference at Node 0 caused by other network nodes in the 
honey grid model as: 

This is done by substituting distance I -  with the radius of 
the i"' interfering ring and summing up for all 3i inter- 
fering nodes in (his ring. Since the series in Equation (6) 
is a converging series. the interference level caused by 
a distant node can he neglected if  it is below a certain 
threshold which depends nn the type of the interface card 
used. 

The SIR at the Node 0 can be derived as the ratio 
between the signal level of the sender at distance atjoin 
away from Node 0 to the total interference level at this 
node. as defined by Equation (6). Hence. the SIR can be 
given as: 

where G is the spread spectrum "Processing Gain" 1241 
used in the network physical layer. 

Assuming that the total traffic per node is a Poisson 
process and that is given in Equation (2). then the 
probability that a node transmits. q. is given as: 

By substituting 9 in Equation (6) and then substituting 
hack the total interference level. I. in Equation (7); then 
rearranging the equation. the maximum traffic that a 

node can produce. / I .  while keeping SIR = SIR,,,,,, at all 
other nodes. is: 

-Y 
0d"i" Toro/ . ' (Idnin 

/ I  =- - . In[ l  - 
1- 3 .  SIR,,,, .a& . zzl i-(r-l) 

1 
I 
(9) 

(Ldnin +Lock)+ ( a R T S / a d a o ) Y '  ( L R T s ~ L C T S )  

As illustrated in Section VII. 11 will he used to derive 
and evaluate the total network throughput. The network 
throughput is defined as the sum o f  the throughputs of 
each node that can concurrently transmit without causing 
a collision. Evaluating the total throughput at different 
values for both adnrn  and URTS will demonstrate the 
presence of a certain optimum transmission range for 
the control and data messages at which the throughput 
is maximized. 

V. COLLISION MODEL 

The nodes included within the coverage area nf a 
certain host may send control messages that collide 
with the RTSICTS frames transmitted by this node. A 
collision resolution scheme (exponential backoff) [ 131 is 
applied whenever a collision is detected. The higher the 
number of collisions. the lower the network throughput 
and the higher the energy consumed resolving these 
collisions. We modify and apply the collision model 
proposed in 1291 for a unicormly distributed multihop 
adhoc network. and using this model. we derive the effect 
of collisions on both the throughput and the total energy 
consumption. 

RT. 6. Wireless Channzl State Transition Diagram 

The wireless channel state transition diagram around 
a certain node I is shown in Figure 6. lDLE is the state 
when channel around node .U is sensed idle. and its dura- 
tion is for one time slot. 5.  The Transiuit state indicates 
that a successful four-way handshake is completed. and 
hence. its duration is T,,o,,,mi, = LRTS + ~ C T S  + Ldnrn + 
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Lock. The RTS-col state indicates that multiple hosts 
within the coverage area of node .Y transmit RTS frames 
concurrently. causing an RTS collision; its duration is 
T, = LRTS. Finally, the LX-col state indicates that a 
terminal hidden from node J sends some packeLs that 
collide at the receiver with the RTS being received or 
the CTS being sent; its duration is T, = LRTS+ LCTS. 

In our analysis. we assume that the size of the Con- 
tention Winrkw (CW) is held constant. As proved in [.I31 
and [I], the probability that a fully saturated node; a 
node that is always having a packet waiting in the output 
bul'fer to be sent. transmits at a given time slot. p. is 
given by 

Using p we can derive the uansition probabilities for 
the collision model as follows. The probability P,j is the 
transition probability from IDLE to IDLE, that is. the 
probability that none of the nodes within the coverage 
area of .r transmits at this time slot. PiL is given by: 

P z , = ( l - p ) "  (11) 

where M = p . xu&.S is the total number of nodes 
included in the coverage area of node .r. 

The probability PI, is the transition probability from 
IDLE to Transniir. It is the probability that exactly one 
node transmits at this time slot and starts a successful 
four-way handshake (i.e., other nodes withhold their 
transmission). P,, is given by: 

where n, denotes the prohability that a nnie be, Dins a 
successful four-way handshake at this time slot. n, is 
a function of the number of hidden terminals and the 
distance between the sender and the receiver as will be 
discussed later in this section. 

The probability P,, is the transition probabil- 
ity from IDLE to RTS-col. It is the prohdbll- 
ity that more than one node transmits an RTS 
packet at the same time slot. In nrher words. P,r 
is ( I  - probability that none of /he nodes transmits - 
probabilip ihar ewcrly one node transiiiits): 

p. II - ~ - ( ~ - p ~ ' ~ - M . ~ . ( ~ - p ~ ' ~ - ~  ~ (13) 

Finally. Pic, the transition probability from IDLE to 
CTS-i'ol. can be simply computed as: 

P,c = I - P& -Pi< - r,, ( 14) 

Having calculated Pi,. Pu, Pi, and e,., the equilibrium 
equations of the wireless channel state transition diagram 
can be deduced and solved. so that the E-ansinit state 
limiting probability. 0,. can be computed. 0, represents 

the percentage of time in which the node is successiully 
transmitting, or in olher words. i t  is the ratio between 
successful transmission time to the total network timc 
(defined as the summation of uaiismission time and con- 
tention time). The solution of the state model equilibrium 
equations is: 

All the terms of Equation (15) have been derived with 
the exception of Pi, as i t  depends on n,, the probability 
that a node starts a succcssiul four-way handshake in 
the given time slot. In order to determine. E,. the state 
transition diagram of a wireless node is constructed as 
shown in Figure 7. Node .I' is in the succeed state when i t  
can complete a successful four-handshake with the other 
nodes. and it enters thefuil state when the node initiates 
an unsuccesslul handshake. On the other hand. the uail 
state accounts for deferring for other nodes. E, is the 
limiting probability of the srrcceed state, as computed 
next. 

Re,. I .  Wireless N a l e  Slate 'li-ansition D i a p m  

We define B(&,") to be the hidden area from node .r 
when communicating with node R located at a~inm away 
from it, as illustrated in Figure 8. Takagi 1271 has proved 
that B(adnm) takes the form: 

The number of nodes hidden irom the sender. com- 
puted as p B(uda,), are not included in the sender 
coverage area but are within the receiver node coverage 
und can collide with the RTS frame being received or 
the CTS frame transmitted by the receiver. 

Tne uansition probability P,<*,, from nail state to ncrit 
state. is the probability that neither node .r nor any node 
within its coverage area is initiating any transmissions. 
P,,, is given by: 

P,<w, = ( I  - p y  (17) 
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Fig. 8. Hiddeii Area From the Sciidzr 

The transition probability. PK,.?. from M'fiif state to 
sirccerd state is the probability that node I transmits at 
this time slot and none of the terminals within URTS of 
i t  transmits in the same slot. and also that none of the 
hidden nodes in B(adnm) transmio for ( 2 ~ m s )  slots. P,vs 
can he written as: 

p ,(,s = p .  ( 1  - p ) z ' f .  [( 1 - p ) P . m u ' " !  2 LRTS 1 ( 1 8 )  

from woif state Finally. the transition probability 
tofoil state can he simply calculated as: 

P,,.,. = 1 - P,., - PM,$ (19) 

Solving the equilibrium equations of the wireless node 
state transition diagram. the limiting prohability of state 
sirccred. n, can he given by: 

The value .of II, is suhstituted into Equation (12). 
Then the obtained value of P~ is substituted back into 
Equation (15) so that Or.  the ratio between successful 
transmission time to the total network time. can be 
derived. As illustrated in Section VII. the value of e, will 
he used to evaluate the total network throughput, Also. 
0, will he used to get the percentage of the total time 
consumed in collisions. hence. the energy consumption 
can be evaluated. 

. VI. ENERGY COMPLTTATION 

In addition to transmitting the RTSKTS packets with 
high transmit power and the data packets with reduced 
power. transmission energy is also consumed in retrans- 
mitting control frames in case of collisions. To compute 
the total energy consumed in the network we first 
investigate the power consumption in data and control 
message transmissions. Second- we derive the time spent 
in successful transmission and that consumed during 
collisions. 

Due to the free space power loss. as mcntinned in 
Equation ( 1  1. the transmission power for data messages- 
Pdninl can be simply given as shown: 

(21) T P,,,, = C .  

where C is a constant that depends on the wireless 
network interface card and y is the path loss factor. 

Similar to the data frames. the power consumed in 
transmitting the RTS control frames is also proportional 
the transmission distance (o,qrs) raised to the power nf 
y. However. retransmissions occur due to collisions with 
the RTS frames sent by other nodes. Hence, the power 
consumption in KTS transmission. PRTS. is given by: 

where y is the probability that a node transmits at 
this time slot as given by Equation (10). PRTS is the 
summation of the power consumed in sending i RTS 
frames multiplied by the probability that i nodes transmit 
an KrS frame at the same time slot? where i ranges from 
I to M and M is the total numher of nodes included in 
the sender coverage area. 

Furthermore. Pcrs, the power consumed in transmit- 
ting the CTS frame. takes the same form as PRTS. 
However. the number of nodes contending for accessing 
the wireless channel are those nodes hidden froin the 
sender as illustrated hy Figure 8. The numher of hidden 
terminals. K. can be given as p . B ( Q ~ ~ ~ ) .  Hence. f"rs  
takes the form: 

By detinition. 0, in Equation(l5) is the percentage of 
time the node is in successful data transmission to the 
total consumed time (the summation of transmission time 
and contention time). Hence the total consumed time. 
T,,,,r. can hc given as: 

Solving the equilibrium equations of the wireless 
channel state transition diagram. discussed in Section V. 
we can derive the percentage of time the system is in 
RTS-col relative to the total time. 0,. as: 

0r 0, = - ' P,, 
p, 

( 2 5 )  

where Pa and Pi, are given by Equations (12) and (13) 
respectively. Similarly. the percentage of timc the system 
is in OS-col  relative to the total time. 0,. is: 
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Hence the total contention time during collisions and 
control frame reuansmissions has an RTS component. 
TRTS = Or.Troin, ,  and a CTS component. Tcrs = O,-T,,,,,. 

Having derived both the time and power consump- 
tion in transmitting the data frames and in the colli- 
sionhetransmissions. we can simply evaluate the total 
energy consumption in the network, E. by multiplying 
the energy per hop by the expected number of hops. 
LJad,,,, in the network: 

. 
L 

adnln 
E=-- .  {Pdoc0 . i7rn,~n~z, + PRTS . TRrs + Pcrs.  Tcrs} 

127) 

As discussed in Section VII. using Equation (27) we 
can evaluate the total energy consumptioii in the netwnrk 
and also investigate the energy consumption per message 
for different node transmission ranges. and. thus- we 
determine the optimum transmission power for both the 
conirol and data messages hased on the given network 
parameters. 

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Using the analytical equations previously derived and 
substituting the different network parameters by the 
values shown in Table I. we present results for the 
network throughput and the total energy consumption 
for a uniformly distributed adhoc network. 

~ 

TABLE I 

NETWORK PARAMETERS 

... " 
CTS backet time k r s  
Data packet time L'i"t" 
Ack packet time I d  
Processing gain G 
SIR Threshold SIR,,, 
Path loss factor Y 
Expected path length i 
Cotitention window CW 
Node density P 

12 slor r i m  
287 slor rime 
12 dol ritiie 
LO dl, 
21 & 
2 
16 d 
[ 16, 1021] dor r i m  
[1,3] nodeldl 

The first tive parameters are derived liom the IEEE 
802.1 I specitications [141. is set according to L2Sl 
for I O %  Packet Error Kate (PER). y is set to 2 for the 
free space line of sight case and E is set to 16 (changing 

will only have a linear effect on the results). 
p and CW are simulation parameters that are changed 

If we assume that the network is partitioned into 
several flows. where a Sow is each node that can transmit 
at the same time without causing a collision. then the 
total network throughput can he defined as the sum of 
Ihroughputs of each flow. We define o to deuote the 
number of nodes that can concurrently transmit at the 
same time without causing a collision divided by the total 
number of network nodes. As discussed in Section IV. 
o can be defined ;LF the total number of nodes in each 
interfering ring divided by the total number of network 
nodes. Hence. for a large network of radius R. 0 can be 
given as: 

3 
2 .  p -E. airs - - 

where p is the node density and the number of 
interference rings i n  the network is given hy R ~ U R T S .  

Let 11 be the traffic produced by each node in the 
network, expressed in messageslsecond. Thus, the total 
throughput per node can be simply obtained as the prod- 
uct of the average number of concurrently transmitting 
nodes. the "own" produced traffic per node. and the 
percentage of time the node is actually in a successful 
transmission status. 

(29) Total 77ii-ouglipiit per  node = 0 x 11 x Or 

to investigate their eSiect on the network throughput 
and energy consumption; CW ranges from CW,,,,, = 16 
to CW,,,,, = 1024 slot time [I] .  Moreover. the unit of  
distance is taken to he an arbitrary unit of length d in 
which the expected path length. the data transmission 
range (adoio). and the control frame transmission range 
lams) are given. 

Figure 9 shows the results for the network throughput 
per node. These results emphasize the fact that for a 
given aRTS there is an optimal distance (adaca), by which 
the data packets should be sent in order to maximize the 
network throughput. It should be noted that. adnin 5 urns 
because the control frames are sent with a high power 
to prevent the "Hidden Terminal lamming Problem". as 
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previously mentioned. The lower hound on adnlO is a 
function of p and determined such that there is at least 
one receiver in the transmission range of the sender. 

As shown in Figure 9. at small adorn the node is 
sending to a near neighbor. which increases the num- 
her of hops needed per message reducing the network 
throughput. As adnln increases. the number of hops per 
messape decreases and the throughput increases. For 
a given aRTs the maximum throughput is up to 30% 
higher than the throughput at the minimum value for 
adorn: this proves that it is not always optimal to use 
the minimum value for adnln as proposed in previous 
work [7] [23]. However. at large adnrn the numher of 
hidden terminals increases. leading to an increase in 
the number of collisions and a decrease in the network 
throughput. 

On the other hand. the total network throughput de- 
grades as aRTS increases. Increasing the aRTs reduces the 
interference level since more nodes defer their transmis- 
sion when the data frame is being transmitted. But this 
effect seems to be overwhelmed hy the collision effect 
as the numher of colliding nodes trying to access the 
medium increases. causing an increased number of col- 
lisions of control messages and thus reduced throughput. 
This surprising result is contrary to the scheme proposed 
where aRT.7 is maximum and adnrn is minimum [7]. 

.11. 

Fig. 10. Total Enargg Consumption 

Figure 10 shows the results for the total network 
energy consumption. As adnin increases, the energy 
consumed in data messages transmission dominates the 
total energy consumption. At large adarn the number of 
hidden terminals from the sender increases and the en- 
ergy wasted during CTS collision dominates the network 
energy consumption. Additionally. the message reaches 
its destination with fewer hops. hut the energy per hop 
is high due to the ru factor in Fquation (21). 

By evaluating the energy consumption per message 
(that is. the energy normalized hy the throughput) i n  the 

network. an interesting result is obtained. As shown in 
Figure 11 the energy consumption per message increases 
with larger URTS.  However. the effect of adnln is much 
less pronounced. leading to the choice of a slightly larger 
adOin than the minimum. at the benefit of increasing 
throughput. 

The results from Figures 9-1 1 show that the power 
by which the conuol frames are transmitted should he 
minimized to the level that just keep the network fully 
connected. Further. adnro should not he necessarily set 10 
the smallest possible value. 

ams=e cw-512 

p = I  ~ 

"am,* 

,,om< 

\\ 
-5 

R@. 12. p cffcn on Network Throughput per Node 

Figure I ?  shows the effect of changing the node 
density on the network throughput. As expected. when 
the density (number of nodes) increases the throughput 
decreases since the number of collisions increase as more 
nodes are contending to  access the wireless channel. 
However, the reduction in the throughput (e.g.. the large 
drop between p = 1 and p = 2 )  is much larger than that 
reported by (91 since we take into account the combined 
effect of both the collision and interference. 

The effect of changing the node density on the overall 
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aut/ “I.. 

Fig. 13. p cffecl on Energy Consumption Rs. 15. CW effect on Energy Consumption 

energy consumption is shown in Figure 13. At a specific 
hop length (adnm) the number of nodes within the node 
coverage area increases with the increase of p and hence 
the number of contending nodes to access the wireless 
channel increases leading to an increase in the energy 
wasted during collision and retransmissions. 

the current slot time increases and hence the probability 
of  collision increases, causing more energy to be wasted 
during collision. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

I , - .  
ad.,. 

Fig. 1-I. CW cffccl on Network Throughput plr  Node 

Figure 14 shows the effect of changing the contention 
window size on the network throughput. From Equa- 
tion (10); with smaller CW Lhe probability that a node 
transmits at the current slot time increases and hence 
the probability of collision increases. Thus. the smaller 
the CW. the lower the throughput; this suggesls that Lhe 
contention window should be set to a large initial value 
to increase throughput. despite the delays that this may 
incur. It should also be noted that as the CW decrease the 
optimal a,jnln approaches its minimum value, therefore. 
at smaller window size it is better to use the minimum 
data power between relay nodes. 

The effect of changing the contention window size on 
the energy consumption is shown in Figure 15. When 
CW decreases. the probability that a node transmits at 

In OUT work we investigated the effect of uansmission 
power control for power-aware adhoc networh on the 
overall Lhroughput and energy savings in the network. 
We have shown that it is nuf always optimal to send 
the data packets to the nearest neighbor. However. for a 
given expected path length and a given node density. we 
derived expressions to compute the optimal uansmission 
distance that will yield maximum throughput of the net- 
work and minimized energy consumption per message. 

Furthermore. we proved that the control messages 
should not be sent with the maximum power as was 
suggested by previous work. By investigating the energy 
consumption per message, we were able to  prove that the 
transmission power for control frames should be mini- 
mized to the extent of keeping the network connected. 

Lastly. our work suggests that the contention window 
should be initialized to a larger value than currently 
suggested by protocol specifications.. 

We will extend our work in several ways. First, the 
idle energy consumption in the network and the energy 
consumed in the relay nodes during receiving the traftic 
should he investigated in addition to uansmission energy. 
Second, the delays in the network should be accounted 
for when setting the transmission power for control and 
data frames. Third, studying the effect of changing the 
selection criteria of relay nodes on network lifetime 
is critical. The relay nodes may be selected based on 
different factors. such as their current battery capacity. 
in addition to their distance from the sender and the 
receiver. 
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